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Recently observed rare heavy ion fusion processes, where the entire avail-
able energy is carried away by a single pion, is an example of extreme collectiv-
ity in nuclear reactions. We calculate the cross section in the approximation
of sudden overlap, modeling the initial and final nuclei by moving harmonic
oscillator potentials. Thii allows for a fully quantum-mechanical treatment,
exact conservation of linear and angular momenta and fulfillment of the Pauli
principle. The results are in satisfactory agreement with data. Mass number
dependence and general trends of the process are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear fusion reactions which produce a pion are often referred to as pionic fusion.
Pion  production has been observed [l-3] at energies approaching absolute threshold, where
the entire available energy is converted into the pion,  demonstrating an amazing collective
behavior of nucleon systems. However it remains quite difficult to incorporate the observed
collectivity into existing theoretical models. A variety of studies [4-7]  have dealt with
subthreshold pion  production in heavy ion collisions, where the energy per nucleon is below
the energy threshold of the elementary single-particle reaction NN + NN+a.  Most models,
such as those featuring pion bremsstrahlung mechanisms [8,9],  quantum molecular dynamics
approaches [lo], perturbative calculations using Boltzmann-Nordheim-Vlasov equations [II]
or nuclear structure functions [12],  provide a good picture at energies starting from E/A M 30
MeV up to the single-particle threshold E/A = 280 MeV  in the laboratory frame. In the
present work motivated by the experimental results of [l-3] our aim is to consider even
lower energies and study the behavior of the cross section of fusion reaction in the region
down to ryl0  MeV  above the absolute threshold. This necessitates a careful consideration
of limitations on the reaction given by conservation laws and the Pauli exclusion principle
which govern the behavior of the cross section in this extreme situation. The statistical
approach used in most existing models at higher energy has to be substituted by low energy
many-body structure physics.

Our model, that is described in the Sect. II, considers the cross section in the Born
approximation, assuming that pion production occurs through coupling to a single nucleon.
All possible further rescatterings of the pion are expected to significantly reduce the prob+
bility of the reaction, and are ignored as higher order processes. A schematic picture of the
reaction is shown in Fig. 1 demonstrating the pionic fusion of two nuclei A and A’.
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